
New generation of Cyclone programmers

P&E have released a new generation of the Cyclone Pro and Max that provide enhanced
automated programming. They now have an LCD display which simplifies operation and allows
the user to load multiple download images for greater flexibility in both development and
production environments. Multiple Cyclones can now be controlled from a single PC for use in
large production installations.

They have extended support to cover the following Freescale CPUs.

Cyclone Pro - 68HC08, 68HCR08, 68HCS08,
68HC12, 68HCS12, 68HCS12X

Cyclone Max - ColdFire, PPC 5xx, 8xx, 55xx(Nexus),
MAC71xx,72xx (ARM)

The Cyclones can be used in 4 different modes:

 Interactive programming packages are provided for all CPU families.

 Or you can link them to a PC, download multiple target programs to them and then disconnect them
from the PC. They then become a manually controlled, standalone flash programmer for on-chip
memory or for off-chip flash memory.

 Or they can be driven by a PC via the Ethernet, USB or Serial port with automated commands either
using command line instructions or from a C program using the library of functions included in the
package.

 With the addition of P&E Windows based Debugger (works with Assembler and C) they can be used
to debug code by providing downloading to memory, access to it and the registers, as well as having
the ability to set breakpoints, run the CPU at full speed, slowly or in single step mode. Support for the
Cyclones is being provided by a number of leading C compiler manufacturers within their C
Debugging environment.

Download Speeds
For ColdFire

Ethernet:
260 KBytes/sec

USB:
170 KBytes/sec

Serial:
7 KBytes/sec

A Software Development Kit is available that allows multiple Cyclones to be driven by a single CPU for
economical operation in large production environments.

CodeWarrior - now available from Computer Solutions Ltd.

CodeWarrior packages include compiler and debugger under an integrated development environment for
the Freescale range of CPU families. Versions are available for :-

68HC(S)08(R) 68HC(S)12(X) 68K, DragonBall ColdFire

Power PC (all variants) MPC5xxx StarCore DSP 711x DSP 56800/E MobileGT

As well as Linux Platform or Application versions for ColdFire and PPC

Please call us for pricing information.
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Embedded USB Drivers
More and more embedded systems need to communicate via USB but it is a
lot more complicated than RS232. Computer Solutions can now supply the
Micro Digital range of USB drivers which provide easy interfacing between
embedded systems and USB. These USB stacks allow your embedded
product to be a USB Device or to act as the centre of its own USB network
by being the Host. They are available for integrating into embedded
systems based on ARM, ColdFire, x86, PowerPC.

The smxUSBD USB device stack is designed for situations in which a
developer wants the embedded application to plug into a PC and exchange
data with the PC or to be controlled by the PC. It includes three class
emulators: serial, mouse, and mass storage, each compatible with the
corresponding Windows USB class driver. The smxUSBH USB host stack is
used where a developer wants an embedded application to act like a PC and control a USB network.
This allows the embedded device to use a USB keyboard or mouse; to collect data from an array of
USB sensors or to allow a memory stick (Thumb Drive) to be read or written by the embedded
application. An On-The-Go (OTG) stack is also available for use where dual role devices need to
function as a limited capability host or as a USB peripheral (eg a printer being able to link to a camera
without requiring a PC).

They are all compliant with the USB v2 specification to
support low, full and high speed USB operation in all
modes (control, bulk, interrupt and isochronous).
Support is provided for the most popular USB
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If you are still grappling with USB
erminology you may find our tutorial
SB for Embedded Engineers" of use.
.computer-solutions.co.uk/usb.htm
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w Haw Road Tel: +44(0)1932 829460
stone, Surrey, KT15 2BZ Email: sales@computer-solutions.co.uk

interface chips from NXP (Philips) as well as common
ip interfaces provided in ARM, ColdFire and PPC microcontrollers. Host stack support is
ble for interface chips that conform to the EHCI, OHCI and UHCI specification with more
ces being added to the list every month.

ivers are written in C, and can be ported to any 32 bit hardware platform with ARM, ColdFire,
rPC and x86 versions being available off the shelf. They are optimised for Micro Digital’s RTOS
but can be ported to other RTOSs or run in a stand-alone environment.

ew PIC18 Pro Compiler Offers Substantially Denser Code
compilers claim to provide "global"

isation but in reality only optimise each
ual module separately. Hi-Tech’s new

Pro with OCG (Omniscient Code
rator) improves memory usage by as much
% compared to competitive C compilers. It
this by partially analysing each module in
on, only at the end, when it has all the details
it generate code. In this way it can
atically make many decisions (memory
allocation, pointer allocation) that would
ise need to be controlled by the

programmer. At the same time it reduces CPU
architecture specific decisions that the
Programmer needs to make.

For more technical information, pricing and a white
paper on the OCG technology, please visit our
website.

Program size using:
Conventional PIC18 compiler .................. 100%
PIC18 Pro with OCG .................................. 83%
Other major Manufacturers compiler ....... 160%

http://www.computer-solutions.co.uk/usb.htm
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